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Item Code 120010

Size 155 x 155 cm

Height 205 - 220 cm

Pack size 17 x 17 x 105 cm

Total weight 5.5 kg

The Utility tent comes in one size and  can be used as a simple 
storage tent, or an easy to use shower tent, your own private 
toilet tent, a great fishing shelter or even the perfect small 
utility tent.

It is 155 x 155 cm in size and packs away to a small size making it 
easy to store away when not in use.

Thanks to the excellent Zero Tension Frame which is simplicity 
itself, the Utility tent can be erected by one person in a matter 
of seconds. It is very lightweight and packs away into its own 
zipped carry bag, making it  easy to carry and store. 

There is nothing to put together, nothing to assemble, you 
just take it out of the bag, put it onto the floor and open it up, 
the frame locks in position so you don’t even have to tension it, 
everything is done for you.

The toggle away floor can be left down if being used as a utility 
tent, or hooked up out of the way if it is being used as a toilet 
tent and the addition of the utility shelf allows it to be used as a 
shower tent giving you loads of different options for a single unit.

It uses the modern Quest Tec75 fabric which is lightweight and 
quick drying. It is U.V. coated to help protect it from the harmful 
UV rays which helps extend its lifespan and gives you a U.P.F. 
rating of 50+ which is the highest possible giving you complete 
protection.

This is the perfect multi-function utility tent for use in so many 
different scenarios.
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Time
2 min

Features

|   Quest Tec75 very lightweight fabric.   |   Single 
person pitch.   |   Very lightweight.   |   120 
seconds to erect.   |   Toggle away floor.   |   
Utility shelf.   |   UV 50+ protection.   |   Zero 

tension frame.   |   Small pack size   |   Zipped 
carry bag.   |   Multi functional.  - Simple storage 
tent - Fishing shelter - Toilet tent - Shower tent 

or Utility tent.   |   Quick drying.   |
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